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ABSTRACT
We present an overview of a tutorial on model management—an
approach to solving data integration problems, such as data warehousing, e-commerce, object-to-relational mapping, schema evolution and enterprise information integration. Model management
defines a small set of operations for manipulating schemas and
mappings, such as Match, Compose, Inverse, and Merge. The
long-term goal is to build generic implementations of the
operations that can be applied to a wide variety of data integration
problems.

1. TUTORIAL OVERVIEW
Data integration is a large fraction of the database business.
Solving a data integration problem requires the manipulation of
metadata: database schemas that describe the sources and targets
of the integration and mappings between those schemas. Work on
metadata problems goes back to at least the early 1970’s, when
data translation was a hot database research topic. However, until
recently there was no widely-accepted conceptual framework for
this field, as there is for most other database topics.

Concurrently, model management research moved towards the
types of mapping generation and compilation problems introduced
by the Clio project. Today, the two lines of work are following
similar research directions.
Much is now known about model management operations.
are theoretical results that explain their semantics and
properties. There are practical algorithms for
implementation. There are prototypes of many of
algorithms. And there are products that use the operations.
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There is a big research literature on these operations. Most of
these papers predate the introduction of model management.
Some of them are more recent. There is now a steady stream of
new papers appearing regularly, many of them from the tutorial
speakers’ research groups. Recent overviews of this area cite over
a hundred papers [2][4]. An on-line bibliography about schema
evolution lists over three hundred references [8].
This tutorial offers an introduction to model management and
related schema mapping problems and a synopsis of the state of
the art. It covers the following topics:

In recent years, work in this field has coalesced around a small set
of operations for manipulating metadata, with the goal of applying
them to a wide variety of data integration problems. They include
operations to match schemas, compose mappings, diff schemas,
invert mappings, merge schemas, and translate schemas and
mappings between languages. This conceptual framework is
called model management in [1].
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While model management has been broadly focused on the
collection of such metadata operations as a framework, a key
component of this framework has been developed independently
as part of the Clio project [3][7]. Clio started at about the same
time that the model management vision was proposed, but it had a
particular focus on the problem of generating schema mappings
and the associated run-time artifacts (e.g., data translation
programs) [6]. The Clio research pioneered several algorithms and
languages for generating, manipulating and representing schema
mappings. Later, it moved towards the vision of model
management by addressing ways to combine individual schema
mappings into more general flows or data integration applications.
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What are schema mapping problems, why are they important,
and why are they hard to solve?
A design pattern for solving schema mapping problems.
A short history of model management—the initial proposal
and how it has changed.
Semantics of the main operations, algorithms to implement
them, and open problems.
A short history of the Clio project and its mapping-related
technologies.
Two applications: object-to-relational mapping in Microsoft’s ADO.NET Entity Framework [5]; and schema
matching, schema mapping and query generation in IBM
Rational Data Architect [9].

This tutorial is intended for both engineers and researchers. The
former will learn about solutions to use and hard problems to
avoid. The latter will get a snapshot of the research field and
problems that are worth tackling next.
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